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ONTFRN"EW, ,

Introduction
An ongoing concern for the creative Continuity of t b bib people is at the heart
of JWB policies and programs. Periodically, jWIS h leadership to studies
designed to maximize its contribution in this area ai 1 itbance the effectiveness of
Jewish Community Centers throughout North America.

The IWB Commission on Maximizing j tiwish Educational Effectiveness of Jewish
Cornmunh Centers was established to tciistine the JCC in the vital area of
Jewish cthicc bin, and tu dciizo:wine how he JCC an. bc - its unique capabilities
to sustain and fortify jewich communal life.

Two previous studies, conducted from 1946 to 1948 and from 1967 to 1969, laid
tl fi celation for the present endeavor. The first established clearly that the central

uti the JCC is and must be the promotion and nurturing of Jewish identity
and ccuttiiuity.

The second examined and clarified the meaning of "jewish content" in JCC pro-
gramming. It was determined that meaningful "Jewish cuntit" required a conscious
effort by boards and staffs to focus Center pmgramming cci he complementary
objectives of deepening the self-awareness of individual 1eirst and positively affecting
Jewish survival,

Each of these previous studies stimulated Centers and jWB to fine-tune and
intensify Jewish programs and services. The present JWB Commission was charged
with the task of assessing and making specific recommendations to the JWB Board
in respect to:

1. The achievable Jewish educatioryil goals of Center programming;

2. Existing successful JCC Jewish .tcational programs addressed to these
goals and what factors influenecd success;

3. What more Centers can and should do, and what is required within the
Center and the community and of JWB to help Centers to maximize their
educational potential;

4. How the Center views itself and how it is perceived in the community as a
Jewish education instrumentality in relation to other organizations con-
cerned with Jewish educational endeavors,

The Commission's major method of investigation was a carefully planned series of
local community consultations which brought together lay and professional leaders
of Centers, Federations and Jewish educational institutions. Thirty-two communities
were visited by Commission members in this intensive effort.

These exchanges helped the Commission understand local perceptions of Centers as
significant Jewish educational instruments. What is the present status of the Center
in the area of Jewish education? What is its potential? These were the key questions
addressed and they stimulated a vigorous interchange among leaders of various



local institutions. Besides furnishing a wealth of information about the attitudes and
priorities of those involved, the exchange provided all participants with a better
appreciation of what Centers can and should do internally and in cooperation with
other community education resources.

'These local visits were augmented by consultation with leaders of other continental
Jewish communal agencies and with representatives of Israeli education units. '

Defining Jewish Education in the Jewish Community Center 2

Early in the study process, the Commission developed a working definition of what
is meant by Jewish education at the JCC. This is essential to the report and pro-
vided the context for- pursuing the answers to the salient questions the Commission
was asked to address.

The definition begins by recognizing that Jewish education is a lifelong process of
acquiring Jewish knowledge, skills, attitudes and values; that effective Jewish educa-
tion takes place not only in the classroom, but also in the home, synagogue, com-
munity center and camp wherever the sense of Jewish belonging, understanding.
values and responsibility is aroused.

In specific reference to the JCC and Jewish needs today, the Commission's definition
prescribes that competence in the area of Jewish enrichment is just as essential an
ingredient as all other professional skills employed in Centers.

It calls for an emphasis on such crucial areas as (a) developing understanding by
parents of the importance of Jewish education for their children and themselves;
(b) attracting the unaffiliated into Jewish involvement; (c) fortifying the Jewishly
committed; (d) deepening the understanding of Israel and Jewish peoplehood;
(e) stimulating engagement in Judaic studies: and (0 helping people to live effec-
tively as Jews in an open society.

Viewing the Recommendations in Context

As a product of its investigations and deliberations, the Commission developed
perspective that should serve as a context for considering its recommendations. The
Commission believes that Jewish Community Centers today are involved in providing
Jewish people with a variety of Jewish educational experiences. To affirm the
Center's role in Jewish education is to recognize that it is a part of the community ' s
educational infrastructure, committed to working in partnership with all elements of
the community concerned with enhancing the, Jewish educational enterprise.

Moreover, Centers are distinctive in being open to Jews of all ages and ideological
orientations.

Centers must continue to provide a full range of social, cultural and recreational
activities so that they can attract Jews and stimulate them to become more involved
in Jewish activities.

' The Study Process is described in Appendix A .
2 The Definition appears on pp. 5-6.



Synopsis of Recommendations

The study process enabled the Commission to develop a series of findings and
implications. These were tested with community leaders in local communities on a
continental basis and in Israel. As a result, the following recommendations were
developed:

1. Clarifying the JCC Jewish Education Mission
While there is a consensus among JCC leaders that Jewish education purposes
are central to the mission of the Center, Centers are urged to further clarify
this mission and use it as a means for developing service priorities. The Com-
mission's Defining Jewish Education in the Jewish Community Center (see
page 5) provides a framework for this clarification process.

2. Lay Leadership Commitment and Capacity
The determination of Center Leadership to have meaningful, well-targeted
Jewish education programming and the capacity of these leaders to assure that
such programs are developed and maintained are vital to the Center's ability to
fulfill its Jewish education mission. Centers, therefore, should give priority to
the recruitment, selection and development of qualified and experienced corn
nmnity leaders who understand and support the Center's Jewish education mis-
sion. JWB should assist Centers in this effort.

3. Professional Staff Commitment and Competence
The desire and capacity of the Center's professional staff to set the appropriate
climate and develop effective Jewish programs and services are equally vital
determinants. The Center executive and key executive staff give leadership to
this effort by setting a personal example, by hiring Jewishly committed staff
and by continuously upgrading their Jewish education level. Center boards
make this possible by the development of personnel policies and salary scales
designed to attract, retain and stimulate quality professionals.

FvVB should assist in this effort through the development of local and conti-
nental recruitment strategies and staff training programs on the regional and
continental levels and in Israel.

4. Inter-Agency Cooperation and Support

Centers tend to be encouraged or constrained in Jewish education program-
ming by the stance of the local Federation, synagogue and Jewish education
leadership. As JCC leaders seek to maximize the Center's Jewish educational
potential, they must interpret the Center's role, be aware of community history
and be sensitive to the interests and capabilities of other institutions. Ongoing
Involvement of Center leaders in the community's Jewish educational planning
process is vital.

JWB should expand its program of community visits to encourage this joint
planning process and stimulate a climate of cooperation,

5. Enhancing Community Awareness
Community perception of the JCC as a Jewish educational instrumentality
tends to be uneven and requires the conscious attention of Center boards. JWB
and JCC leadership have a responsibility to interpret Commission recommen-
dations to local, continental and Israeli organizations.



6. Jewish Education Program eveio gent
JWB should assist JCCs in meeting their Jewish educational responsibilities by
providino information on existing successful programs and bygiving leadership
to the dttidopment and dissemination of new models and prototypes. Centers
should strive to develop a warm Jewish ambience as this creates an atoic ite
conducive to greater Jewish educational involvement.

JWB and JCCs, working with Jewish education counterparts at the continental
and local level, should develop more precise assessment instruments as a means
of strengthening Jewish education programming,

through its lit ael office, should help JCCs optimize their use of Fired l
a s

a training, pmgrm noting and Jewish education resource. Ongoing contaet xdtil
Israeli institutions and regular visits to Israel by lay and professional lea
will help stimulate Jewish educational initiatives.

7. Funding
Significant Jewish educational programs are rarely self-supporting and fre-
quently require supplemental funding. This represents a worthy challenge to
Center boards and to the leadership of Federations.

JWB should explore the development of a continent-wide endowment
that would enable Centers to fund experimental programs and develop h end
staff training initiatives.



REPORT AM) RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations et „
the products of Commi

e Defining Jev
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in Context
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Defi@ri

Jewish anon is a lifelong process of acquiring Jewish knowledge, skills, attitudes
and Its goals are to help individuals develop and reinforce positive Jewish
identity and participate intelligently in Jewish life.

Jewish education takes place in the home, synagog-be, classroom, Center and where-
. r efforts area made, to awaken and deepen the sense of Jewish belonging, to

:bate the pursuit of Jewish knowledge and to give expression to Jewish beliefs,
 - -

vices and values.

Goals

The Jewish Community Center has special Jewish educational opportuniti,
obligations, which include'

I Stimulating people to be more aware of and to deepen their sense of Jewish
belonging and responsibility;

2. Motivating and assisting them in the 1 suit of Jewish knowledge;
3. Helping give expression to Jewish 1 °I practices and values.

fhis lifelong educational process realizes itself in each individual's ability tta live
effectively and fully as a Jew in an open society

Unique Role of the iCC

The Jewish Community Center is uniquely equipped to reinforce and contribute to
the Jewish educational process, Its special education role results in pan from its
community-sponsored setting where Jewish people of all ages and various ideologi-
cal orientations can come kviether. Similarly, the Center's uniqueness stems from its
involvement of Jews in life experiences that both educate and motivate the pursuit
of Jewish enrichment.

Implementation

Centers fulfill their educational function with trained professionals from a variety of
fit Ids: social work, education, the arts, etc. They apply their skills and talents to
develop programs and services that involve people in constructive experiences, and
enable and stimulate personal, social and Jewish growth,

'The Study Process is described in Appendix A.



The importance of Jewish educational programming to assure Jewish continuity has
placed it high on community agendas. Reflecting this significance, Center activities
at the optimum level include:

I. Developing parental understanding of the importance of Jewish schooling for
their children and continuing Jewish education for themselves;

2. Attracting and involving the unaffiliated, and designing specific programs of
Jewish orientation for them:

3. Fortifying those who are already Jewishly affili feu and committed;

4. Deepening understanding of Israel and its meanin g for the Jewish people and
using subject matter related to Israel effectively in programming:

5. Strengthening the sense of Jewish community and K'lal Yisrael;

6. Stimulating interest and involving people in Judaic studies, including study of
the Bible, the classics, Jewish thought, history, traditions and observances, the
Hebrew language and Zionism;

7. Developing future Jewish leadership for the Jewish co mmunity and its organ
and activities;

8. Helping people learn how to live effectively and responsibly as Jews in an open
society;

9. Participating in developing and maintaining sound infra-group and inter-group
relations:

10. Helping people to articulate the meaning of being Jewish.

In addition, the Center contributes to the educational process wit in the Jewish
community by interpreting the importance of Jewish educations by cooperating in
Jewish educational programs with Bureaus of Jewish Education, synagogues, schools
and other institutions and organizations; and by giving leadership to and/or
participating in the sponsorship of community events.

In summation, the Jewish Community Center in North America is uniquely quali-
fied to function as a Jewish educational instrumentality of the Jewish community by
providing a format of experiences, programs and services addressed to: (a) develop-
ing and reinforcing Jewish identity; (h) motivating and enabling the acquisition of
Jewish knowledge; (c) developing and strengthening Jewish involvement; and
(d) enhancing Jewish practice and participation based on Jewish values and pride.

x d by the
.1 KR Commission? on Maximizing Jewish Ed a (ma/

Effectiveness df Jewish Community Centeris
February 5, 1984



Viewing the Recommen in Context

The Commission believes that the following should serve as a context for consider-
ing its recommendations:

JCCs bade: datTly involved in providing Jewish people with a variety of Jewish
education ! I .i nces. While informal and experiential education are primary tools
of the JCC, direct and formal learning is a significant part of this process. Centers
move from one to the other just as traditional schools increasingly use informal
along with formal methods.

To affirm the C
s

role in Jewish education is to recognize that Centers are part
of the community's educational infrastructure, which includes schools, synagogues,
et al. The Jewish education needs of the Jewish community are of such importance
as to command the best efforts of all institutions individually and collectively. The
Jewish education needs of the Jewish community require community planning
strategies that call for increased inter--agency cooperation and experimentation.

Jewish Community Centers are committed to working in partnership with all systems
of Jewish education and elements within the community concerned with enhancing
the Jewish educational enterprise.

Finally, the recommendations address themselves to how JCCs can maximize their
Jewish educational potential, It is important that they do so while still preserving
their openness and availability to all segments of the Jewish community by provid-
ing a full range of social, cultural and recreational activities.

Reeommentlati,

Clarifying it 'ewish Education Mission

The study identitiea a strong consensus among JCC lay and professional
leadership that Jewish education purposes are central to the mission of the
Center. At the same time, it was recognized that the Centel's Jewish purposes
are not always clearly stated in its statement of objectives, Therefore, boards
and staffs need an updated clarification as to what is meant by Jewish educa-
tion in Center terms.

Recommendation to Centers

JCC boards and staff should use the Commission's Defining Jewish Education
in the Jewish Community Center to review and update Center statements of
objectives as reflected in by-laws, policies or goals of specific areas of pro-
gramming,

Recommendation to riWB

JWB should aid in this process by serving as a resource to Centers undertaking
reviews of Jewish educational objectives arid by developing models of appro-
priate statements. Further, it should stimulate Centers to undertake such
reviews. TWB should also review it own statement of objectives,
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A. should review their criteria for hoard iecntitm gnt to give emphasis
r qualities as:

I_ Commitment to the Jewish objective- the K. C.
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quired to tr pur poses into programmin rut is rich in Jewish educa-
tional

C. In regard to staff selection, Center boards should review their criteria for
recruitment of executives and their personnel policies foi the selection of
staff to assure due emphasis on commitment to the Jewish objectives of the
Center and the creative competence to contribute to the achievement of
these objectives.

D. Center boards should an appropriate mechanism to monitor
follow up to the C omn, s , n -commendations and ensure that the
Center continues to reflect il tidal Jewish education mission in its
polio ie s, ptogmms and service

Recommendations to JWB

A. JWB should place increased nphasis on encouraging and enabling the
creation of resources and c r

	

hides for lay leadership development in
local communities and on a vial, continental and international basis.

B. I d prepare and distribute mat erials and provide consultation on
h ip development, Included _ Id be Jewish education resource

rs at i use at board and committed Ileetings.

The expectations for continued learning should be built into both JWB
New Leadership Awards and the jWB Advanced Leaders Roun' . , r , and
be reflected in JWB publications



D. eaders stipend viewp
tl as helpful resources to Centers in

the of lat tion programming.

E. J‘A
t B aouid establish an approprit n o monitor follow-up to

stein reeornmendations.

i Staff Commitment Competence

The city of the .1CC anal staff t fective and
iian t .... educational progir and services deter.. es
allilit F, fulfill its Jewish education mission. Centers have rich Ica-
tional programs when:

a) The Center director places it !- priority on Jewish education and.
transmits this commitment in It /

h er practi e,

b) Center professional staffs bring ti if their own ctis line, a
eorrnnitrnent to the purposes of C. sgtifty he Jewish )und
and desire to implement Jewish edacation p tarns and services.

There is a need for a )tr number of Jewish Iti pin- ) invirtilelge-
able professional sip ff I:_ wish Community Cents
Centers must continue increase the level of Jewit° kills of
existing staff,

Recommendations to Centers

A. Center executive and key executive staff must he able i ie idership to
helping the agency fulfill its Jewish edueati p misrior i work with
the .!CC Board of Directors and the staff, in ludes

1. Articula'' la the need for and ability to tttract Jewishly committed and
kr ti

p

	

PI staff.

2. De-Mc peril continuing Jewish education opportunities for
the entire n il staff.

3. Relating eh to the Fedelatio Education aride r..
other. J :ationid entities icier ting Jewish needs.

B. In seeking t_ a t' e Jewish education Al of its staff, JCCs should:

I. Develop the Pt, duel policies and salarp scales designed to attract,
retain and stimulate quality profes onals

2. Provide the time and funding is te y for staff to in continu-
ing Jewish education both within t' c community and regional and
continental conferences.

3. Encourage educational trips to Israel.

4. Cooperate with local Jewish educational institutions in development of
staff training resources.



Recoil . 1_ ions to JWB

A. In its f aecutive Development "mining Program and in its work with JC
executives, JWB should emphasize the Jewish education leadership func-
tion expected of k five

B. JWB should take thy, _d in developing the appropriate strategies to recruit
a greater number of Jewishly committed, professionally trained individuals
into the Center field, and continue to emphasize Jewish education qualifu

ons in its placement process and scholarship program.

C. In seeking to assist ICCs in upgrading the Jewish education levels of their
staffs, JWB should.

1. Develop pilot pro _s in continuing Jewish education for sta
selected comet `ii;_ and use the results to develop models for the field.

2 Disseminate to JCCs the successful experiences of other JCCs in Jewish
education staff development.

?. 4-felp train a key professional in each Center in staff development tech-
niques that will enable him/her to develop local programs.

4. Establish suitab` recognition for Centers engaging in leadership efforts
in J wish edu staff development.

:cimmunities, explore the dew-Andevelopment of an appro-
pn to endowment fund for professional staff Jewish education develop-
ment.

Inter-Agency Cooperation and Support
Community building requires a sensitivity to the interests and capabilities of
other institutions, At a time when Jewish Community Centers seek to maxi-
mize their potential as Jewish educational institutions, they must recognize
that sound interaagenc-y relationships lead to the kind of cooperative endeavors
which strengthen community and provide more effective service. Centers which
demonstrate a sense of responsibility to the whole Jewish community tend to
develop richer Jewish education programs.

The Commission notes that in its own deliberations and iri visits tci corrirnuni-
the ability of key con-miunity leaders to remove their institutional "hats"
a major contributing factor in creating a climate in which new initiatives

and cooperative venal .~ became possible,

s tend to be cot -trained or en1 ouraged in Jewish educational program-
by the stance of the: lraral Fe( (ion leadership. When Federations con-

sistent' support the cincept of the t_:enter as a Jewish educational institution,
thi s '':..' a .at positive influence on Cent i'€s to develop rich Jewish educational
pr€gi _



Recommendations to Centers

A. Center rofessional and lay leaders should meet. regularly with leaders of
other 1i-sr sh institutions to interpret the Center's function and potential in
the area af Jewish education and seek opportunities for cooperative activi-
ties. Centers should explore with Bureaus of Jewish Education and syna-
gogues how they. can use their unique strengths to be of assistance to each
other.

In taking the initiative to encourage closer cooperation, Center leadership
should seek. to affirm the jCC's respect, understanding and support for the
missions and purposes of other Jewish education institutions in the
community.

B. Centers should consider developing their own appropriate mechanisms to
continue the dialogue and climate-setting begun by the Commission. In
some communities, this has taken the form of a local Commission on
Maximizing Jewish Educational Effectiveness of Jewish Community
Centers.

C. It is the ongoing responsibility of Center lay and professional leaders to
interpret to Federation leaders the important contribution the JCC now
makes and can make to the community's Jewish education endeavor. The
willingness of community leaders to view the Center as a vehicle for Jewish
education is related to Center leadership's own willingness to view this as a
priority within the constellation of agency services.

D. Center leaders should seek to play a collaborative role in Jewish education
planning efforts of the Federation. Active cooperation by Center and Fed-
eration leaders in this process will help optimize the role of the Center in
Jewish education.

JCCs should view themselves as a major community programming resource,
whether exercising their own initiatives or acting as the F'ederation's pro-
Evan ann. Centers should seek to coordinate community-wide programs in
rooperation, co-sponsorship and consultation with other Jewish communal
In • 'tutions.

F. Centers should place a priority on interpreting the recommendations of
this report to other Jewish community organizations.

Recommendations to JWB

A. ,JWB should continue to use its access to other North American agencies
such as :Jewish Education Service:; of North America., (jESNA), Council of
Jewish Federations (C M American Zionist. Ranh Foundation (AZYF),
Canadian Jewish Congress (DC) and continental synagogue bodies
interpret the role and potential of the - Center in the area of .Iewisl
Bon and to explore opportunities for cooperative efforts.

B. JWB should e ... outage selective visits to communities by lay leaders to stay
abreast of d .

	

nents m local communities and to help stimulate a
climate of coe, j ration, innovation and experimentation.
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vvifl encm as,crab ons and Cc-airs to the de-
velopment vality Jewish seas in al prop both
CJF and should be ends to disdidute .if successful
local (mopes

iv,'

efforts.

D. should take the itiative of interpreting to other national and Israeli
eis the recor tations of this report.

Enhapeing Cow-rum s

gh the are roam,. educational programs taking plat
dais idsi there is oi insiddoient co aunity 'iw s iess about

is rt. activities .ential imps the en of J ewish a
.
'

Recommendations to Centers

A. Centers should develop -wll planned approaches to broaden community
awareness of the agency as a jewish education institution,

he t potent. force fad interpreting the Cenaids Jewish. ;a.t am
rnissg aod current pros and services is ils doard of -tors. TO en-
sure appropriate tang ipretation of h:

L Centers should use. B rd meetings, orienta -id, Board retreats
and regional and continental meetings to help Board members under-
stand the JCS,' mission and how this is transmitted into programs and
services.

2 Board members should ways to intr to other Jewish com-
mual leaders the Cento male and functioa a jewish educational.
ii '.iron..

C. The Center's staff, too, .plays an important role in communicating the
mission of the agency. Attention. should be paid to this aspect of a pro-
fessional's responsibility in recruitment, orientation and in-service staff
training.

D. Centers should place greater emphasis on publicizing their role as Jewish
educational institutions by,

1. Reflecting this in the ambience of the Center setting..

Refit this the various interpretive materials they produce.

Recumm

FvVB should assist in this int .,iromtii effort by preparing . relating to
Jewish education initiatives M Centers that can be used Lida said on. a con-
tinental basis, and by holding per odic conferences to aid Cm a- leaders
involved in public interpretation to do their work more effectively.

VI. Jewish Education Program Development

During community visits, Centers expressed a great interest in learning about
thi t cif innovative Jewish education. programs in fl 'Cs and other
Jewish istio.itions across the world.



Centers need additional Jewish educational progran) models and prototypes.
To encourage replication, models need to be accompanied by consultations and
'training on how% they can best be used.

Jewish Community Centers, in common with other institutions in the Jewish
educational arena, need c

. iitiiin tools that will assess the effectiveness of
their jewish education

Israt i t a source of anal experii fear staff, lay leaders and community
ntdtu se . It is also a.. dots programmatic resource. The JWB Israel Office
is stiatteg ically placed to ld Jr a closer cormd h between the• many resources
and opportunities in Israel dud the North Am ihtvish Community
Centers.

Recomme p i. astas to

A. Center Iii.i anti Tonal leaders should recbgi i the value of sha t ipe
with other Center) rcative approaches to jewish diation progranuni
and take the initiative in keeping jWB informed out successful Jewish
education pdi Lay and professional leaders should. attend regional

continental meetings where they cane eharigc information with peers.

B. must recognize the importance of assi . sdnent and evaluation as a
iris of tree herring Jewish educationai programs. In consultation with

crt` er Jewish dd. us:anon institutions, ICCs od ld develop the means of
using these protesses offectively. Such evaluation should be encouraged by
Center boards.

C. Jewish Community Centers should is- ate and maintain a warm Jewish
ambience by every means at theia

	

al„ These include creative use of
i music and media throughout tti ear, as well as at. holiday times.

ambience should be an impel i snt consideration in the design of
ne 'buildings.

D. In respect to tr Cnters, as well as other North American kit insti-
tutions, must de:-. more explicitly fhe types of Israeli resources that
would enrich their Jewish educational endeavors. Centers should expand
their use of Israel as a resource by taking full advantage of short-term and
long-term visits, seminars and educe 'oral experiences in Israel, through
the use of vhikhirn„ by creating an Program and Information Desk,
by establishing a Center-to-Center link and stimulating other creative
initiatives: "lb help accomplish this and for their own educational enhance-
ment, professional staff and lay leaders should be encouraged to visit and
study in Israel and make more effective use of the JWB Israel office.

Recommendations to JWB

A. JWB should intensify its efforts to collect, retrieve and disseminate infor-
mation on Jewish education programs to JCCs.

B. JWB should expand its Jewish Program Awards as a means of encourag-
ing JCCs to develop innovative and creative Jewish educational programs.

C. JWB should explore the feasibility of establishing an endowment fund to
help JCCs develop innovative and replicable Jewish education programs.



D. JWB should sponsor regional and continental "think tanks" which would
bring together selected Jewish-educationally oriented professionals from
within and without the Center field to help develop new approaches,
models and materials.

WB should develop the human and financial resources necessary to
expand its Jewish program consultation to communities.

F. In consultation with other continental and Israeli agencies involved in
Jewish education, JWB should give leadership to the development of more
precise evaluation and assessment instruments.

G. JWB should help Centers create the processes through which they can
identify .Jewish education needs, set objectives to meet these needs, define
and initiate and test the programs and services that will meet these
objectives.

II. JWB should continue to help JCCs understand how they can make more
appropriate use of Israel as a programming resource. The JWB Israel
Office should spearhead identification and use of effective and relevant
sources.

JWB should seek to build on its ever deepening relationships with the
many Israeli bodies-governmental, World Zionist Organization depart-
ments, academic institutions, and other agencies involved with Jewish edu-
cation, The WZO Youth and Hechalutz Department, the American Zionist
Youth Foundation, the Melton Institute of Hebrew University, the Shalom
Hartman Institute, to name just a few, are examples of important resources
for Jewish education endeavors already utilized by JWB and the Center
movement. The Israel Associaton of Community Centers is a logical
partner in joint Israeli and North American experimental initiatives in
Center Jewish education endeavors.

VII, Funding

Significant Jewish educational programs rarely are self-supporting, and fre-
quently require supplemental funding. This represents a challenge to Center
Boards and to the leadership of Federations.

Recommendations to Centers

A. Centers and Federations should explore ways and means of funding JCC
Jewish educational endeavors. Centers should have an expectation that
Federations will strive to provide new funding. At the same time, Center
leaders should understand that the Center stands a far better chance of
being favorably received if:

1. The Center is viewed as being fiscally responsible and already making
serious efforts to allocate existing funds to reflect current priorities.

2. Center leaders recognize that increased funding ultimately comes from
successful fund raising campaigns and that they have a leadership role
to play in raising the increased funds necessary to sustain a vibrant
community.



Centers should seek to establish special funds to provide incentive grants in
order to encourage departments within the Center to develop innovative
Jewish educational programming.

Recommendations to JWB

JVv'B should continue to provide management consultation to help Centers
maximize the use of existing funds.

B. JWB should explore with national and local support the development of a
continental endowment program that would enable it to help Centers fund
experimental Jewish programs.

JWB should disseminate information on local community initiatives aimed
at increasing the support for JCC Jewish education programs
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On a Final Note

With the presentation of these recommendations, the task assigned to this Commis-
sion has been completed. It has been a most rewarding task. The study process has
affirmcd that the Jewish Community Center movement ha s made great strides over
tf: it decades in addressing purpose and program ia an effort to preserve and

quality of Jewish living. More important. a.-ais sits tions with Center,
and Jewish education leaders, which have -been the heart of the process,

have ' to the awareness of the importance of maximizing the unique Jewish
educatio is potential of Centers in order to contribute to assuring a vital Jewish
haute.

Center lay and professional leaders have demonstrated their readiness to engage with
JWB in an effort to move the Center to a new level of service to the Jewish commu-
nity, Other major Jewish educational resources have expressed then encouragement
and readiness to cooperate.

These are the manifestations of basic understanding which provide profound assur-
ance that the study has been most timely and that the Commission's recommenda-
tions will be translated into action.



APPENDIX A.

The Study Process

The Commission met five times in extended sessions from January 1983 to July 1984.

Theses sessions provided a forum for the Commission to:

• Review previous JVV'13 studies including: The JWB Survey, 1946-48; JWB
Study of 1967-69; and Research on Jewish Community Center and YM-
YWHA Jewish Programs and Services - 1982.

• Develop Defining Jewish Education in the Jewish Community Center. In
addition to reviewing various definitions and perspectives on Jewish
education, three Commission members, each with a different professional
expertise - social group work, Jewish education and community organiza-
tion developed "think pieces" in order to provide the Commission with
different perspectives. The definition which appears on page 10 of this
document is a result of the Commission's deliberations.

• Assess how Jewish Community Centers were, in fact, developing and con-
ducting Jewish educational programs. Several models of Jewish program-
ming were presented to the Commission.

Deliberate on relevant issues concerned with maximizing Jewish eduational
effectiveness of Jewish Community Centers. Review the findings of the
community visitations and prepare a set of recommendations.

The Commission conducted 32 visits to communities and their Jewish Community
Centers. Each of these visits was conducted by a member of the Commission along with
a JWB staff member, and included meetings and discussions with lay and professional
representatives of the Jewish community - from the Center, Federation, Jewish educa-
tional bodies, and where appropriate, with other Jewish communal institutions. The
format for each visit was clearly defined by a set of guidelines insuring some standar-
dization of the visitations.

Under the Commission's auspices the following activities also took place:

e Visits of a more extended nature were conducted at 12 JCCs and four
resident camps to examine what factors seem to correlate with strong
Jewish educational programs.

e Special meetings with JCC executives were held to discuss the Jewish
educational role of the Center.

• Meetings were held with representatives of the Jewish Educational Services
of North America and the Association of Jewish Center Workers.

• Two meetings were held in Israel with representatives of Israeli organiza-
tions interested in Jewish education.

• The work of the Commission was shared with Center lay leaders at JWB
regional conferences and seminars.



Boards of Directors of Centers and JWB Biennial participants reviewed the definition
of Jewish Education in the Jewish Community Center and a preliminary draft of the
Findings and Recommendations (referred to as 'Potential Implications" at that time.)
Their comments and suggestions were incorporated into the final report.

The Commission concluded its work on July 9, 1984 with the adoption of this report.
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